
Harte-Hanks Helps You Solve Your Warehousing Challenges  
 
A different vendor for each step in the distribution process.  Limited 
access to inventory reports.  Being nickeled and dimed for details such 
as faxes, bills of lading, overnight packages, and more.  Poor quality 
control.  Unresponsive service personnel.  The list goes on and on. 
 
If these warehousing headaches sound familiar, relief is here.  At 
Harte-Hanks, we understand your pain.  Most of our professionals have 
been on your side of the desk.  That’s why we offer a single-source 
answer to all your warehouse management needs.  You benefit from: 
 

• Secure, state-of-the-art facilities  – our national transportation  
facility system is one of the few of its kind in the United States.   
Our 11 dispersed facilities provide food-grade and general 
commodity warehousing, parts distribution and inbound logistics 
that include pharmaceuticals and climate-controlled storage – 
plus cross-docking 
and freight consolidation services.  

• Just-in-time fulfillment – reduce your carrying costs with our  
leading-edge routing system. Get just-in-time fulfillment of your 
orders with 100% delivery confirmation.  Our processes and 
systems drive an integrated national transportation network that 
covers more than 60 million miles a year.  

• Integration of all your logistics needs – Harte-Hanks is a 
leading provider of third-party logistics.  More than 3.5 million 
shipments of time-sensitive materials are completed each year – 
on time, every time.    

 
Count on Warehouse Management Services from Harte-Hanks for: 
 

• A national infrastructure with more than 2 million square feet in  
11 warehouses 
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Made faster and easier with state-of-the-art 
technology 

LOGISTICS SOLUTIONS 

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE  

Specialized services 
• Assembly 
• Break bulk 
• Consolidation 
• Cross-dock 
• Pallet exchange 
• Drayage 
• Pool distribution 

 
Packaging services 

• Fulfillment 
• Packaging 
• Paper clamps 
• Pick and pack 
• Repackaging 
• Returns processing  

 
Technology services 

• Barcoding 
• Electronic data  

interchange (EDI) 
• Inventory control 
• Online data interchange 
• Radio frequency 

identification 
. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

INSIGHT INTO  
YOUR BUSINESS 

Harte-Hanks delivers a complete 
suite of warehouse services to make 
sure you and your customers have 
what you need, when you need it. 



WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT 

• Advanced tracking systems  

• A single point of contact for our nationwide warehouse and  
operations network 

• Real-time accessibility to inventory and performance reports 

• One invoice for all services 

• Supply chain management that leverages cutting-edge technology  

• Unprecedented quality control processes 

• Responsive, professional support  

 
Harte-Hanks was named 2007 Supply Chain Provider of the Year by JC Penney! 
 
Find out how you, too, can benefit from a partnership with Harte-Hanks Logistics.   
 
 
 
 

For More Information Contact:  
Harte-Hanks, Inc.  

(800) 456-9748 
www.harte-hanks.com 

contactus@harte-hanks.com 
Twitter: #HH_DM / Facebook: www.facebook.com/hartehanks 

At Harte-Hanks, we know it takes more than guesswork to create direct marketing solutions 
that help you win, keep and grow your customer base.  It takes true insight  to understand 
complicated customer and marketplace data, and decipher how your customers and prospects 
behave.  It takes people with passion  to do whatever it takes to create innovative marketing 
communications that don’t just break through the clutter – but break through the barriers to get 
response.  And it takes a focus on delivering impressive, business-driving results  to make 
sure you get maximum value from your direct marketing investment.  It takes the people of 
Harte-Hanks.  

LOGISTICS SOLUTIONS 


